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ABSTRACT

Introduction Law enforcement involves exposure to threatening situations and traumatic events that place police officers at risk for negative physical and mental health outcomes. Resilience support, among other elements of training, may help mitigate these risks, yet little is known about which aspects of resilience support help officers achieve better health and quality of life outcomes.

Methods and analysis This review will consider all literature that examines the links between resilience support, physical/mental health and quality of life outcomes for police officers in five Anglosphere nations: Canada, the USA, Australia, New Zealand and the UK. This review will include all literature (including those that show null or negative links) involving any public policing agency that has a formal rank structure and includes a localized, uniformed emergency response function. Resilience support may include, but is not limited to: tools, policies, models, frameworks, programmes and organizational features that seek to promote positive, physical/mental health and quality of life outcomes at three levels of resilience: (1) readiness and preparedness, (2) response and adaptation, (3) recovery and adjustment. Peer reviewed and grey literature examining resilience support, physical/mental health and quality of life outcomes for police officers at risk of experiencing poor physical and mental health outcomes that have a formal rank structure and includes a localized, uniformed emergency response function will be included. Databases/sources to be searched will include: PsycINFO, Academic Search Premier, CINAHL, Public Affairs Information, Campbell Collaboration, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global, Business Source Complete, Scopus and Google. Retrieval of full-text, English-language studies (and other literature), data extraction, data synthesis and data mapping will be performed independently by two reviewers, following Joanna Briggs Institute methodology.

Ethics and dissemination Ethics approval is not required for this scoping review, and the literature search will start in November 2020 or upon acceptance of this protocol. The findings of the scoping review will be available [April 2021] and will be published in a peer reviewed journal.

INTRODUCTION

Among first responders, police officers are often exposed to dangerous situations. Police officers are also subjected to a variety of additional stressful conditions that include internal (organizational) stress, such as excessive reporting, limited career mobility, rotating shifts, long overtime hours, insufficient training, rigid bureaucratic policies and external stressors such as those associated with daily interactions with the criminal justice system and the general public. Officers also experience task-focused stressors such as those related to the use of discretion and spontaneous decision making in ambiguous situations. Equally concerning, is the repeated exposure to potentially traumatic situations (i.e., critical incidents) such as armed confrontations, motor-vehicle crashes and witnessing violent deaths, among others.

Frequent exposure to these stressors place police officers at risk of experiencing poor physical and mental health outcomes that may include: depression, post-traumatic stress disorder, impaired psychosocial functioning, substance abuse, increased risk of suicidal behaviour, cardiovascular disease, hypervigilance, metabolic syndrome, sleep disorders and increased...
susceptibility to common colds or influenza, among many other complaints. These stressors can also be detrimental to the law-enforcement organization. Law-enforcement stressors may result in increased aggression among officers, greater absenteeism, as well as lower job performance and satisfaction and reduced efficiency. Officers working under high-stress conditions often experience strain and occupational burnout that may result in minimal involvement with others in the organization and reduced commitment to completing assigned tasks.

As is the case with other first responders (e.g., paramedics, firefighters), police officers are obliged to respond to traumatic and stressful events in the course of their occupational duties. Trauma is not a new phenomenon, and its effects have long been studied in the military context. Chapin et al (p83) further add “... although police work may not generate the same intensity of stress as military combat, the cumulative effects of numerous traumatic exposures layered on top of the routine bureaucratic and administrative stressors can have powerful effects on police.” Essentially, exposure to trauma is an inherent part of law enforcement work, and for this reason, officers and policing organizations may misunderstand or underplay the effects of trauma and officers may resist seeking help. In the law enforcement subculture, the idea of seeking a mental-health or stress-reduction intervention has traditionally been viewed unfavourably, with those who use these services often labelled as weak or non-resilient. In an online-survey study of 421 constables from a large municipal police force in Canada, Heffren et al found that 102 officers reported experiencing traumatic events, of whom, 44.1% attempted to deal with the situation themselves with only 17.6% seeking professional help. According to Blum, this lack of health-seeking behaviour may be due in part to the stigma associated with mental illness and a perceived lack of anonymity when seeking mental-health assistance in matters involving critical incident stress.

Similar to the principles of crime prevention, the key to physical and mental well-being may also be found in prevention, through a range of structures, interventions and services that we may broadly conceive of as resilience support. If resilience support (broadly conceived) is routinely implemented, police officers, trainers and cadets may consider it to be a natural component of police organizational processes and accept it as part of being an officer. Additionally, considering a broader view of health and quality of life outcomes, which includes accessing services and supports to target well-being, resilience support may also be beneficial in preventing mental illness from occurring and/or improve health seeking behaviours among police officers. According to Ungar, resilience is the capacity of an individual (or system) to anticipate, adapt and reorganize itself successfully to disturbances that threaten system function, viability or development. The concept can be applied to many kinds of individual and community systems, and at several interacting levels.

Resilience support has the potential to improve an officer’s well-being by increasing the capacity of an individual and/or an organization to anticipate (i.e., readiness and preparedness), adapt (i.e., response and adaption) and grow (i.e., recovery and adjustment) in the face of adversity, acute crises and chronic stress; it is a process that requires a multifaced, interdisciplinary strategy and a systems review. Resilience support has the ability to help individuals identify their own strengths and barriers as well as broader environmental and organizational factors that are most amenable to change; research suggests that innovation, ingenuity, creativity and novelty, among other factors, are critical for resilience support to be effective, and organizations and governance structures are critical in promoting and enabling these processes. Increasing resilience has been seen as an effective tool to help police officers and organizations deal with the many stressors associated with their occupation, yet literature describing all available resilience support aimed at achieving positive physical/mental health outcomes for police officers has not been comprehensively reviewed and synthesized. While there are several, narrower, systematic reviews in this area, a scoping review that focuses on a broader scope of resilience-support literature (i.e., including peer reviewed and grey literature) would be valuable for policing organizations by mapping existing evidence (including evidence that shows null or negative links) and where possible, highlighting the level of efficacy of different forms of resilience support for police officers. A preliminary search was conducted in Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) Database of Systematic Reviews/Implementation Reports, Cochrane Library, PROSPERO, CINAHL and MEDLINE on 10 March 2020, no scoping reviews (completed or underway) were identified on this topic.

To identify and map all available evidence around resilience support for police officers, the proposed scoping review will: identify knowledge gaps, clarify key concepts and examine all forms of literature that explores various types of resilience support and associated health and quality of life outcomes for police officers in Canada, the USA, Australia, New Zealand and the UK. The authors also aim to explore several key characteristics associated with resilience support such as tools, strategies, policies, frameworks, programmes and organizational features, among others, associated with health and quality of life outcomes through three levels of resilience: (1) readiness and preparedness, (2) response and adaptation, (3) recovery and adjustment. Additionally, the results from this review will be used towards the development of a future systematic review on the same subject area.

**REVIEW QUESTIONS**

What is the available evidence around links between resilience support and health and quality of life outcomes for police officers in Canada, the USA, Australia, New Zealand and the UK?
Subquestions: What tools, strategies, training, organizational features, policies, frameworks and programmes are available? What are their key characteristics and potential outcomes (i.e., positive, null, negative)?

METHODS AND ANALYSIS
Eligibility criteria
Participants
This scoping review will consider all literature involving any public policing agency that has a formal rank structure and includes as part of its mandate a localized, uniformed emergency response function. This will include local, municipal, regional and federal law enforcement officers (e.g., Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) in Canada) from five Anglosphere nations. Retired police officers, military police and border patrol officers will be excluded.

Concept
All literature, including those that show null or negative associations, will be considered if it examines links between resilience support and physical/mental health and quality of life outcomes for police officers and/or policing organizations. While there are several definitions of resilience, for the purpose of this scoping review, it pertains to the capacity of an individual (or system) to anticipate, adapt and reorganize itself successfully to disturbances that threaten system function, viability or development. Resilience support may include, for example, tools, strategies, training, policies, frameworks, programmes and organizational features that seek to enhance positive health and quality of life outcomes by increasing the capacity of an individual and/or an organization to anticipate (i.e., readiness and preparedness), adapt (i.e., response and adaption) and grow (i.e., recovery and adjustment). Key characteristics of each resilience support identified will also include: guiding principles (e.g., assumptions, values and beliefs), main objectives, intended outcomes and logistical requirements (e.g., human resources, financial, space, time). Any literature that provides narrative text on these characteristics and is linked to health and quality of life outcomes will be considered for inclusion.

Context
This review will consider all literature that focuses on resilience support delivered in all police settings among active law enforcement personnel, including local, provincial/state and national/federal personnel at all ranks. This includes civilian roles and contains as part of its mandate a localized, uniformed emergency crime response function. This would include: police personnel, law enforcement personnel, RCMP, highway patrol, state patrol, state trooper, sheriff, Texas ranger, state traffic officer, constable, constable, inspector, sergeant, corporal, detective and special constable from the following Anglosphere nations: Canada, the USA, Australia, New Zealand and the UK. These five nations share a common culture and historical ties to the UK, and have similar law enforcement operations, organizations and structures.

Types of literature
This scoping review will consider any paper that conveys empirical evidence on the effectiveness, efficacy, feasibility and/or appraisal of strategies that address the three levels of resilience: readiness and preparedness, response and adaptation and recovery and adjustment on the physical/mental health and well-being of police officers. This will include experimental/observational, quantitative/ qualitative and review study designs. Text and opinion papers, conference proceedings, newsletters, theses and dissertations and publicly-available publications by the respective governments of Canada, the USA, Australia, New Zealand and the UK will also be considered for this scoping review if they meet the inclusion criteria.

Published academic and grey literature written in English, and in the year 2000 and beyond will be considered for inclusion. While to some degree an arbitrary dividing line, police organizations in the 1990s and earlier were generally different workplaces than they have been in the 21st century in terms of workforce structure; costs of policing; enhanced use of civilian professionals and crime analysis; changes in the operational environment; increased attention to and recognition of mental health issues; increased gender diversity in policing and so on. In turn, studies of officer resilience prior to 2000 may have limited applicability to police services and personnel today. We anticipate that any relevant information or studies that predate 2000 will be incorporated into later literature and consequently, we do not expect to lose relevant information by restricting the search parameters.

Information sources
The databases to be searched will include: PsycINFO, Academic Search Premier, CINAHL, Public Affairs Index and Campbell Collaboration. Additionally, Google, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global, Business Source Complete, and Scopus will be searched for grey literature. Hand searches for publicly available grey literature will also be conducted in police government organization websites with each respective country.

Search strategy
The proposed scoping review will be conducted in accordance with the JBI methodology for scoping reviews. The search strategy will consist of a comprehensive approach to locate both published and unpublished studies and other literature per inclusion criteria. Following consultation, a qualified health-science librarian developed a search strategy in PsycINFO to identify articles on the topic (see online supplemental appendix 1). This search strategy has been peer reviewed by a second qualified librarian using the Peer Review of Electronic Search Strategies (PRESS) guidelines and then translated for all
included information sources. PRESS is a peer reviewed, structured tool, that enhances the quality and comprehensiveness of electronic literature search strategies for both peer reviewed and grey literature. In addition, the reference lists of all identified articles selected for the scoping review will be screened for additional literature. Key journals related to resilience support for police officers will be hand searched for eligible studies. All literature published in English and from 2000 and onwards will be included to account for the difference in police organization structure.

STUDY RECORDS

Data management
Following a comprehensive search of all selected databases, all identified bibliographic citations from each will be uploaded into an online scoping review platform (Covidence), with duplicates across all the databases removed. Any disagreements that arise between the reviewers at each stage of the study selection process will be resolved through discussion, or with a third reviewer if necessary; Covidence automates the record keeping processes across the stages of study selection. We will be using the PRISMA-ScR checklist for scoping reviews that omits discussion of items not relevant to scoping reviews, including: (1) outcomes, (2) priorities, (3) risk of bias in individual studies, (4) meta-bias and (5) confidence in cumulative evidence. The results of the search will be reported in full, and in keeping with the PRISMA extension for scoping reviews—PRISMA-ScR.

Selection process
The first stage of study selection involves the screening of titles, abstracts and key words. These will be screened by two independent reviewers for assessment against the inclusion criteria for the review. Potentially relevant studies and other literature will be retrieved in full and imported in the primary screening and data extraction tool Covidence. The second stage involves a review of the full text of literature identified for inclusion by title, abstract and key word screening. The full text will be assessed in detail against the inclusion criteria by two independent reviewers. Reasons for exclusion of the full text that do not meet the inclusion criteria will be recorded and reported in the scoping review.

Data collection
Data will be extracted from papers included in the scoping review by two independent reviewers using a charting table (in Covidence) developed by the reviewers. The data extracted will include specific details about the population, concept, context, study methods (if relevant), level/type of evidence (e.g., peer reviewed, grey literature) and key findings relevant to the review objective. A draft charting table is provided (online supplemental appendix 2). The following details will be extracted from the included literature: author(s), year of publication, type of literature (e.g., research, editorial, report), aim/purpose, research design (e.g., experimental, quasi-experimental, observational), type of law enforcement officer (e.g., constable, police detachment), context (geographical location and service setting), level of resilience ((1) readiness and preparedness, (2) response and adaptation, (3) recovery and adjustment), characteristics of strategy (guiding principles, main objectives/outcomes and logistical resources) and main findings/author’s conclusions. Initially, two reviewers will test the charting table on three articles, compare results and make edits if necessary. Following this step, all remaining data extraction will be completed independently by two reviewers and any disagreements that arise between the reviewers will be resolved through discussion or with a third reviewer. If two or more articles describe the same resilience support, it will only be recorded once. Additionally, if data are missing or unclear, authors of the papers will be contacted to request further information. As data extraction continues, the charting table used will likely need adaptation; the final version will be presented in the appendix of the scoping review report.

Data synthesis
Characteristics of resilience support including guiding principles, objectives/outcomes and logistical resources as well as both the level and source of evidence (e.g., original research report (including research design), government website, editorial) will be summarised in tabular forms with accompanying text. If other characteristics emerge, they will be presented in the final report. Level of resilience support ((1) readiness and preparedness, (2) response and adaptation, (3) recovery and adjustment) will be summarized thematically, and a narrative explanation with examples (from respective studies/literature) will also be presented in accordance with the review objective and questions.

Data access
On completion of the scoping review, data will be made accessible via a data repository located at Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.

Ethics and dissemination
The authors do not anticipate any ethical and/or safety considerations occurring from this scoping review and ethics approval is not required. The search for literature will start in November 2020 or upon acceptance of this protocol, whichever comes first. Findings of the scoping review will be available in April 2021. Results from the review will be disseminated in a peer review journal and presented at local, national and international conferences if applicable.
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